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  BLEACHING CREAM  

 Whitener Cream for hair high lightening power. The texture of the mixture allows us to
develop techniques work faster and safer.
 method of use :  before use, manipulate the envelope to thin the product. Dilution ratio :
1:2 Beware : mix into a non-metallic container. Oxidants used: READY PERFORMANCE
OXY 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 volumes, at the discretion of the hairdresser based on the
assessment made. Shutter speeds : up to 45 minutes depending on the evaluation of the
hairdresser. Recommended for bleaching and pickling too close to the skin. Ideal for
lightening techniques on natural or colored hair especially unstructured.
 box:  tube 40 gr and 250 gr envelope.

 BLEACHING POWDER 
Compact and high bleaching power. Properly mixed with the oxidising emulsion provides a
cream suitable for all techniques.
 method of use :  dilution ratio : 1:2. Attention : mix into a non-metallic container. Oxidants
used: READY PERFORMANCE OXY 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 volumes, at the discretion of the
hairdresser based on the assessment made. Shutter speeds : 15 to 60 minutes depending
on the evaluation of the hairdresser. Recommended for strong bleaching of natural hair
and strong, pickling of deep colored hair is not particularly sensitive on hairstyles and
colors with very dark background.
 box:  20 g tube and jar of 500 gr.

 BLEACHING POWDER BLUE AMMONIA FREE 
Ammonia-free bleaching powder for hair, especially fine and compact. Allows excellent
results bleaching. Respects the structure of the hair.
 method of use :  dilution ratio : 1:2. Mix in a non-metallic container. Oxidants used:
READY PERFORMANCE OXY 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 volumes, at the discretion of the
hairdresser based on the assessment made. Shutter speeds : 15 to 60 minutes depending
on the evaluation of the hairdresser. Recommended for bleaching of colored hair,
damaged and very delicate. Great for washing and pickling pickling light.
 box:  20 g tube and jar of 500 gr. 
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